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  Tides & Times 
 

 

November 2021 

THE HOLIDAY SEASON IS UPON US — Here’s What’s Happening! 

Food banks across the county have struggled throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, as have the 

families they serve. Foss Harbor Marina is proud to partner with St. Leo's Food Connection 

again this year to do our part to help the community and will be accepting donations in the 

main office from now through Christmas.  

We will be accepting non-perishable foods, dog food, toiletries, baby food, household goods 

such as dish soap, and clothing donations. Some perishable donations are accepted as well, 

such as milk, butter, potatoes, onions, etc. 

As a thank you all for your support, Foss Harbor will credit your account $5.00 per grocery 

bag donated, up to $30.00.  Together, can we donate 1000 pounds of food and goods?                             

Let’s find out!  

The Foss Harbor Market and fuel 

dock will be closing at NOON on the 

24th, then CLOSED on November 

25th and 26th for the Thanksgiving 

holiday.  Warm wishes to all!              



Reminder:                                                      

As we start transitioning into colder weather 

(especially if you are a live-aboard), please try to 

keep your water tanks topped off in case we 

have freezing temps and need to shut the water 

off to the docks. Shutting off the water and  

clearing the lines keeps the pipes from breaking. 

We monitor the weather and notify everyone in 

advance as much as possible; being prepared will 

put you ahead of the game if we do have to 

shut down everything due to unforeseen circumstances. Thank you! 
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 Win a Thanksgiving turkey! Keep your eyes peeled the next time you are perusing 

your Facebook page because Foss Harbor is giving away your dinner. For the next 2 

Wednesdays starting November 10th, we 

will be giving away one turkey per week to 

a random marina resident via Facebook. 

All you have to do is “like” the post to be 

entered and stay tuned for the drawing. If 

you haven’t liked Foss Harbor’s page yet, 

you’re missing out on important updates 

and super fun stuff. Check us out! 

12 Days of Christmas 

 

Well, ladies and gentlemen, Christmas once again this year is going to be a little different. Since we 

cannot have our biggest party of the year in the usual fashion, we will try to make up for it with Foss 

Harbor’s “12 Days of Christmas” and a boat decorating contest with prizes, (socially distanced and 

masked up, of course). For the 12 days of Christmas, we will hold a raffle and each day draw a name 

to win $100 off moorage, $50.00 off storage lockers, and many more fun prizes! Stay tuned, watch 

your email and  Facebook—more details to come! The boat decorating contest will be here before 

you know it, so it’s time to start unraveling those lights. We look forward to celebrating with you all 

every year. 2021 will be no exception!  

 



 

WINTER BOATING? WHO’DA THUNK IT??  

 

Soaking in the rays and spending long summer 
days on the water. Those are the dreams of 
boaters during winter. But, why wait when you 
can take a cruise now? Sunny, mild winter 
days are rare but perfect for getting your             
boating fix before summer finally arrives. 

There are a lot of good reasons why taking a 
winter cruise is a cure for the off-season boat-
ing blues. The peace and solitude of boating 
on a deserted lake provide a welcoming break 
from the hustle and bustle of daily life. You 
can even get a healthy dose of vitamin D from 
the bright sunshine. You can’t dip your toes in 
the water, but you can enjoy the fresh air on a 
winter afternoon. 

Just remember that winter boating is much 
different than summer boating. Safety always 
comes first, especially during winter. Consider 
these tips to make your outing safe and                    
enjoyable.   

1. BUNDLE UP 

The layered look is in for winter boating. Modern tech clothing fabrics are lightweight and provide more 
warmth than cotton. Start with a base layer of underwear that wicks sweat off your skin. Middle layers re-
tain body heat to protect you from the cold. Trap the heat with polyester fleece, puffy insulated jacket or 
synthetic jacket. Top off your wardrobe with an outer layer to shield your body from the wind. Water-
resistant and breathable shells are perfect for the job. 

Unprotected heads lose heat. Choose functionality over style, whether you wear a wool or polyester beanie 
hat or ski mask. Insulated socks are a must for the feet. Wear those with lightweight, comfortable boots 
with gripping soles. Add a pair of insulated gloves and you are dressed for the trip. 

2. DOUBLE CHECK SAFETY GEAR 

Having the water all to yourself is even more reason for safety gear to be aboard and in working condition. 
Don’t count on a passing boat to help if you break down. Tow lines, flares, an air horn and a fire extinguish-
er are givens. During summer, you anchor to keep the boat in place while the family takes a swim. In winter, 
the anchor can keep you in place if you get stranded. Blankets and changes of clothes are other items you 
should keep onboard. 

3. FUEL UP 

Fuel up before you go. With fewer boats on the water, some fuel docks may be closed or maintain shorter 
hours. Don’t assume you can fill up at your destination for the return trip home. 

4. WATCH FOR ICE 

Not just on the water, but on the dock as well! Seldom used or untreated walkways are accidents waiting to 
happen. Exercise caution when walking on docks, especially around shady areas where ice can remain 
even during warmer days. 

5. FILE A FLOAT PLAN 

File a float plan with someone you trust that includes details about the trip, boat, passengers, towing or 
trailer vehicle, communication equipment and emergency contacts. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Continued on page 4 
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  Winter Boating, continued      

 

6. WEAR A LIFE JACKET 

Even experienced swimmers can experience shock within one minute in the frigid water and may lose   
muscle control within 10 minutes. That makes it logical to add an extra layer to your boating wardrobe.               
Always wear a life jacket when boating during winter. 

7. HAND ON THE WHEEL 

All it takes is a splash of chilly water in the 
face to sour an otherwise great day on the 
water. Back off the throttle and be extra                
conscientious of how you steer the boat. 
Quartering seas can create the potential for 
a wet ride. When the bow drops over a wave, 
it can splash in the trough. The wind can 
catch the spray and blow it aboard. That’s 
when savvy boaters suggest high siding the 
boat by tabbing down on the side opposite 
the wind. That keeps the hull higher on the 
windward side. 

8. BE ON THE LOOKOUT 

Designate a passenger as the lookout to 
keep watch for any hazards in the path of the 
boat. 

9. KEEP BATTERIES CHARGED 

This must-do task can get often overlooked. 
Nothing could be worse than checking off all 
of the above tips cranking the engine only to 
discover the battery is dead. Batteries drain 
much quicker in cold weather. Keep them 
charged at all times with a trickle charger. 

 

10. CHECK THE DRAINS, PORTHOLES & SEACOCKS 

Periodically check all connections prone to leakage or that are used to drain water. Water that leaks in from 
below the waterline or from rain can freeze and 
expand, causing damage and creating unsafe 
slick  surfaces. If you trailer the boat, remove 
the drain plug and allow all water to drain from 
the hull after your outing. 

 
Fill the Thermos with your favorite hot                                      
beverage, bundle up and get your boating fix 
now, and most of all be safe!  

 

 

                                         —Steve McLenachen 
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UPTICK IN CAR PROWLS 

As I am sure many of you are aware, crime in the City of Tacoma has risen drastically over the last year or so. A 

shortage of officers on the Tacoma Police force, combined with the Pierce County Jail being reluctant to take in 

those who have been arrested due to the pandemic, criminals are more emboldened than ever. It is up to each of us 

to do what we can to protect ourselves and our belongings. In our experience at the marina with car break-ins, we 

have found that at least 95% of the time when a car is broken into, the owner has left items out and visible giving a 

thief the incentive to break a window and check out what was left. You may think that bag of clothes you are taking 

to the Goodwill tomorrow is not a big deal, BUT it takes a thief only seconds to break your window, look in the 

bag, decide if they want it and move on. They don’t care, and they WILL break your window to check it out. DON’T 

GIVE THEM A REASON TO DO SO!!!  I know of break-ins that have happened around town where nothing was 

taken, but the window was still smashed just so they could check out what was in that bag or box.  

 

On page 6 is a flyer on ways to help prevent car prowls and break-ins, additionally, here are a few bullet points to 

help remind us of what will help: 

 

• DO NOT LEAVE ITEMS VISIBLE IN YOUR CAR, VALUABLE OR NOT! This includes loose change, paperwork,     

tools, charging cords, sunglasses, backpacks, purses, coffee cups, coats and clothing 

• Lock your doors 

• Park in well-lit areas 

• Completely close your windows 

• Remove or hide your GPS and dash cams 

 

Additionally, report EVERY crime to the police. The police department uses statistics on reported crimes to decide 

where to focus patrols. Without that data, that is, without your report of a crime, they don’t know there is a need 

for patrols where that crime happened and thus they won’t focus on that area. For immediate emergencies, call 911. 

For a crime that has happened and the criminals are gone or there is no immediate threat, call the non-emergency 

number at 253-287-4455. 

The best defense against a break-in is to not give them a reason to smash your window in the first place. Additional-

ly, be aware of your surroundings. It’s too easy to stare at our phones as we walk down the street or thru the     

marina. Put it away and notice what is going on around you. When criminals know they have been noticed, they will 

often move on before causing any trouble. When you are at the marina, if you see someone you don’t know or is 

acting suspicious, say “Hello, are you a new tenant here? What dock are you on?”. If they don’t belong at the marina, 

then their response often won’t make sense or they will realize someone has noticed them and they will leave. Keep 

yourself safe though, if you come across someone that doesn’t make you feel comfortable, don’t approach them. Call 

the marina office and our staff is always happy to investigate. Further, if the situation is that unsettling, call 911 and 

report it. When talking to a 911 operator, you can give them the gate number you are near. Their system has been 

updated to give the best address based on the gate number so that responding officers can better find the situation. 

Also posted on the gates is an address number, again giving responders a better idea of the location to respond to. 

Please also report any issues to the marina office so that we are aware and can help the situation. 

 

It is up to each of us to help prevent crime in our areas, whether at home, work, when we are out and about or at 

the marina. The challenges law enforcement are facing means that as a community, we need to come together to 

help stem the crime influx. 

Always keep yourself safe, be kind to one another and I will see you on the docks.  

 

—Tarin Todd, Marina Manager 
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MARINA MARKET MADNESS 


